Install DIMM Memory Modules

DDR3 DIMM Memory Identification:

Memory Configurations and Population Order:

To Install DIMMs:

1. Open the DIMM slot.
2. Note location of alignment notch.
3. Insert DIMM making sure the corner edge of the DIMM aligns correctly with the slot.
4. Push down firmly on the DIMM until it snaps into place and both latches close.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Visually check that each slot is fully closed and latched correctly engaged with each DIMM edge lock.

Install Optical Drive and Hard Drive(s)

Connect Hard Drives/Optical Drive to Server Board

Attach Intrusion Switch Cable

Attach Front Panel, Serial, and USB Connections

Make Server Board Power Connections

Install Add-in Card(s)

Finishing Up

Software - BIOS, Drivers, and Operating System Installation

Intel® Server Board S1200BTL and S1200BTLRM Component Layout

Chassis Fan Connections

Common Problems and Solutions

Making Connections to the Server Board ... Quick Reference

NOTE: For a non-Intel® Chassis, see the "Making Connections...Quick Reference" section below and the documentation accompanying your chassis for specific chassis connection requirements.

NOTE: If you are using an non-raid® server chassis with an AI power supply, see the documentation that came with your chassis for installation information.

NOTE: If you are using an non-raid® server chassis with an AI power supply, see the documentation that came with your chassis for installation information.

NOTE: For non-Intel® server chassis, see the "Making Connections...Quick Reference" section below and the documentation accompanying your chassis for specific chassis connection requirements.